SA cable TV channels Scrapbooking guru Retha van der Walt demonstrates the top 12 scrapbooking techniques. Each of these is followed by lovely examples of the techniques application in page designs by the author and several well-known US contributors, showcasing the best creative talent the scrapbooking world has to offer. Techniques range from creative matting and weaving to distressing and mini-albums, with a full list of supplies used for every layout. Detailed descriptions and crisp full-page photographs of each layout provide the reader with a wealth of additional information and ideas, and loads of inspiration. A concise introduction ensures the scrapbookers success, with top tips on design, photography, journalling and tools.

- Physical Significance of Entropy or of the Second Law
- A Physician`s Witness
- Photoshop 5 senza fatica speedy
- Phrases and Names, Their Origins and Meanings
- Photographing Newborns : For Boutique Photographers
- Photogravures of Picturesque Porto Rico